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The short revisit time of the Sentinel-2 (S2) constellation entails a large availability of remote sensing data, but S2
data have been rarely used to predict soil organic carbon (SOC) content. Thus, this study aims at comparing the
capability of multispectral S2 and airborne hyperspectral remote sensing data for SOC prediction, and at the same
time, we investigated the importance of spectral and spatial resolution through the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), the
variable importance in the prediction (VIP) models and the spatial variability of the SOC maps at field and regional
scales. We tested the capability of the S2 data to predict SOC in croplands with quite different soil types and parent
materials in Germany, Luxembourg and Belgium, using multivariate statistics and local ground calibration with
soil samples. We split the calibration dataset into sub-regions according to soil maps and built a multivariate
regression model within each sub-region. The prediction accuracy obtained by S2 data is generally slightly lower
than that retrieved by airborne hyperspectral data. The ratio of performance to deviation (RPD) is higher than 2 in
Luxembourg (2.6) and German (2.2) site, while it is 1.1 in the Belgian area. After the spectral resampling of the
airborne data according to S2 band, the prediction accuracy did not change for four out of five of the sub-regions.
The variable importance values obtained by S2 data showed the same trend as the airborne VIP values, while the
importance of SWIR bands decreased using airborne data resampled according the S2 bands. These differences of
VIP values can be explained by the loss of spectral resolution as compared to APEX data and the strong difference
in terms of SNR between the SWIR region and other spectral regions. The investigation on the spatial variability
of the SOC maps derived by S2 data has shown that the spatial resolution of S2 is adequate to describe SOC
variability both within field and at regional scale.

